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Today’s most advanced lubricants
If you are out in the sea or a lake, the last thing you want to worry is a sudden engine
problem. Next worry is ever-increasing cost for maintenance in boating industry. POLYTRON
Lubricants can increase the reliability and eliminate wear on your equipment. Even in an
event of sudden oil loss, POLYTRON can temporarily protect the engine from catastrophic
damages; that is assuring when you are 10mi off the coast. POLYTRON enhances the
longevity of your equipment better than any other product. Furthermore, EPA-approved POLYTRON Fuel Conditioner allows
more efficient and drastically cleaner combustion from your engine (diesel or gasoline) to increase your MPG. If you want the
best for your boat, you cannot go wrong with POLYTRON ULTIMATE Lubricants... And don’t neglect your hardworking truck too.
Order now for the protection you deserve. All Polytron products are proudly Made In U.S.A!
Visit www.PolytronDirect.com for more information and online-store!

POLYTRON METAL TREATMENT CONCENTRATE (MTC)
POLYTRON Metal Treatment Concentrate (MTC) is the best in the industry. Attracted to metal surfaces,
MTC transforms the original metal to a highly durable polished-like micro-layer of metal that drastically
resist wear, extreme pressure, temperature, and contaminants. Only by adding 10% by volume to your
current main lubricant, you will gain great benefits and protection, that saves you $1000’s.
SIZES:
16 oz Bottle
1 Gal Jug
4 Gal Pail
55 Gal Drum

APPLICATION:
Cars, Trucks, Boats
Automatic and Manual Transmission
Differentials, Gears, Steering Pump
Pumps, Air Compressors, HVAC
Machining Equipment & Tools

EXPECTED RESULTS:
Maximizes engine compression, power/torque, & MPG
Decreases wear of engine/equipment up to 95%, operating temp., & noise
Keeps the surfaces clean & extends maintenance intervals up to 4-7 times*
Protects engine/equipment across wider range of temperatures
Provides temporary protection to engine/equipment in the event of oil loss
Contributes to reduction maintenance costs up to 60%

POLYTRON GASOLINE/DIESEL FUEL CONDITIONER (GDFC)
Polytron GDFC is today’s most technologically advanced fuel conditioner, scientifically designed for much
cleaner and more efficient fuel combustion. It also cleans and lubricates the working parts of the fuel
system and the upper part of the engine. Polytron GDFC dissolves and removes carbon deposits and
prevents future harmful carbon build-up. Add 2 oz per 15 Gal of fuel or 1 Gal to 1000 Gal of fuel.
SIZES:
12 oz Bottle
1 Gal Jug
4 Gal Pail
55 Gal Drum

APPLICATION:
Gasoline AND Diesel Engines
2-Cycle Engines & Fuel Oils
Passenger cars, Trucks, Boats
Pumps, Air Compressors, Air Condition

EXPECTED RESULTS:
Maximizes fuel mileage (MPG) by up to 35%, power, and compression
Cleaner emissions, up to 60% reduction of pollutants
Lubricates moving parts and provides quicker starts in cold weather
Cleans entire fuel system: injectors, intake valves, combustion chamber
Removes water in fuel tank and lines and neutralizes poor quality fuel

POLYTRON FULL- AND SEMI-SYNTHETIC MOTOR OIL
In addition to the standard additive package that is used in typical synthetic motor oils, POLYTRON
Synthetic Motor Oils contain POLYTRON MTC, a complementary additive package, which is a breakthrough in micro-lubrication technology that converts metallic surfaces into wear-resisting, “smooth”
surfaces resulting in lower friction and much longer wear-life. All API approved grades and types available.
SIZES:
1 qt Bottle
1 Gal Jug
55 Gal Drum

APPLICATION:
Passenger cars, Trucks, Boats

EXPECTED RESULTS:
Please see results of POLYTRON MTC

* Results may vary. We strongly suggest performing oil change per manufacturer’s recommendation!

To order your POLYTRON or learn more visit:
www.PolytronDirect.com

Tel: (949) 614-LUBE (5823)
Email: sales@polytrondirect.com

“Your Factory Direct Source of POLYTRON Lubricants”

